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DISCLAIMER
THE PORTLAND ALLERGY COUNCIL: “NO NEED TO BE RASH”
The following book has been reviewed and approved by the Portland Allergy Council. It has
received a grade of “PROCEED WITH CAUTION, BUT OVERALL GOOD COOKBOOK.” Ingredient
substitutions for a variety of allergies have been registered in the Allergy Council Archives at
Portland City Hall. They can be retrieved by contacting our staff by phone during office hours:
Tuesday–Friday (9:00 a.m.–5:30 p.m.); Saturdays (10:00 a.m.–3:00 p.m.). Closed Sundays
and Mondays. Please be advised that due to a high volume of allergy-related calls you may be
immediately directed to our voice-mail box. We are okay with checking voice mail and will not
act like we never saw your message. It’s actually a good way to reach us. Thank you in
advance for leaving us a voice mail.
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CONTRIBUTORS
This book is a collection of recipes from all over Portland. Contributors range from professional
chefs to people who made something really great at home one time. Each recipe has been vetted
by The Portland Society of Food Hobbyists, who all agreed everything tastes good.

KATH & DAVE
Have all of the kitchen gear required for a 100% authentic dish.

NINA & LANCE
Share a love for cacao, birthday tapas, and each other.

SPYKE
The intense bicycle-rights advocate challenges you to think about what you’re eating.

BRYCE & LISA
Can Pickle that.

MARCO
The 911 Beets hotline operator shares a recipe for the most frequently reported case of beetrelated trauma.

BRENDAN & MICHELLE
Finally figured out what to do with the durian from their csa box!!!

MR. MAYOR

Our City’s beloved leader knows a top-secret spot for the best brunch in town.

THE RATS
Foodies and frequenters of portland’s finest garbage cans.

GUTTERPUNKS
Know how to eat well for one dollar. Do you have a dollar?

ELLEN
Adult babysitter. Shares the recipe for the #1 best mac and cheese in the world, according to
Doug.

GARMIN
A little guy with a big appetite.

JOHNNY
A waiter at SoCal’s Around the World in 80 Plates.

ROCKSTAR CHEFS
Professional chefs who photograph really well.

DOUG & CLAIRE
Have mastered the TV dinner after experimenting with many, many TV Dinners.

PETER & NANCE
Committed to conscious eating. Their recipe requires a locally sourced chicken.

STU & DONALD
Owners and operators of Portland’s widely unknown food cart, Stu’s stews.

MALCOLM & KRIS
Their organic vegan recipe requires immediate access to a fart patio.

ALEXANDRA
Fred and Carrie’s one-time roommate shares her favorite recipe for lasagna with Cheez Whiz

frosting.

MARTY
Has fresh ideas for the best use of America’s #1 vegetable. (Celery, of course.)

JOAQUIN
Shares a nutritious smoothie recipe that will support a healthy workout routine.

TONI & CANDACE
Owners and operators of Women and Women First bookstore. Recipes intended for women
ONLY.

ALIKI
A humble farmer.

INTRODUCTION
Portland, Oregon, is a food town. We owe this reputation to the quality of local ingredients,
the widespread creativity of our chefs—and the fact that the City of Portland needed to come up
with a reputation and was like: no city has taken “food town” yet?! Let’s definitely go with “food
town”!

The food in Portland often has some kind of compelling story behind it. Like the story of where the
ingredients were foraged from. Or how the meal has been cooked by wood-fired oven in a Luddite
kitchen––with no involvement of technology at all. Or maybe technology is super-involved. You can
design your own doughnut with a videogame controller. Or what you think is ice cream turns out to
be steak and it’s somehow actually good. Often people here make the ingredients they use to mak
things. They tell you the story of how they learned to brew their own vinegar. They describe the
whole process of brewing vinegar and you don’t really follow, but it is very impressive that they
made vinegar. They have even started packaging it in interesting, reappropriated old bottles with
cute, hand-drawn labels. If all goes well with this stuff they’re bottling at home, they have this idea
to open a vinegar brewery. It would be like a fun beer garden, but for vinegar. There are “drinking
vinegars” that you can just pour in a pint glass and drink like a normal drink. It can even be a littl
alcoholic if you’re looking to party. Chocolate vinegar exists. You can freeze vinegar like a popsicle
and it’s only kind of bad.… That’s just the beginning of how interesting vinegar can be, believe us.
(Some stories are longer than others.)
The recipes in this cookbook come from all over town. Each is accompanied by a note from the
contributor—some of whom are professional chefs, and others just cook for fun with family and
friends at home. The book includes recipes from local restaurants, coffee shops, bed and
breakfasts, and farms. And Mr. Mayor finally dishes on the secret to his Jamaican Jerk Chicken!
Okay, that’s probably enough explaining what the book is going to be like.… We won’t keep you
from your meal any longer. Have fun in the kitchen!

—FRED AND CARRI

NORTHEAST PORTLAND
Fisherman’s Porch
Stu’s Stews Featuring Donald
The Knot Store
NE Portland Community Garden
Thai Restaurant Disguised as Bridgetown Weekly
The MODA Center—Home of the Annual Prairie Home Companion Tailgate
Portland Community College Dining Hall (Dollar Discount with ID)
Peter and Nance’s B&B, The Quilted Tea Kettle Inn
Women and Women First
Tavin’s Pub, Home of the “Burn Your Face Off Margarita”

SOUTHEAST PORTLAND
1890s Butcherarium
Organic Vegan Restaurant (and Fart Patio!)
Peter’s Favorite Italian Joint
The Dumpster Behind Jewel of India
Community Supported Agriculture Shipping Center
Bryce and Lisa’s Chicken Coop
Bryce and Lisa’s Pickle Co-op
Gahvin’s Recording Studio
Underground Meeting Place, The Society of Baristas of Portland, Oregon

NORTHWEST PORTLAND
Nina’s Favorite Tapas Restaurant
Onetime Home of Nicholas’s Greek Restaurant
Taco Town (Dollar Taco Tuesday)
McGinnis Pub (Dollar Beer, 1–4 p.m.)
Pizza Face (Dollar Meal Monday)
The Doughnut Hole (Dollar Day-Old Doughnuts)
Mom’s House
Smoothie Jam

SOUTHWEST PORTLAND
Mr. Mayor’s Café Y2K
Artisanal Movie Theater
The Portland Allergy Council at City Hall
911-Beets Call Center
The Portland Milk Advisory Board Research Labs

OUTSIDE PORTLAND
Aliki Farms

NOTE ON AUTHENTICITY AND GETTING THE GEAR
BY KATH AND DAVE

So you’re a serious chef, apparently. Un étudiant de cuisine. A culinary tour de force de la comid
(Note: French and Spanish). From our travels both abroad and in our homeland, we’ve learned on
thing about The Great Chefs of Our Time. The Great Chefs all abide by one fundamental culinary
order: Having the Right Tools.

CRUCIAL TOOLS FOR THE AUTHENTIC KITCHEN INCLUDE:

Passport
Passport holder (neck strap recommended to wear underneath vest for security)
Vest
Backup vest
Alternate form of photo ID (keep separate from passport in second on-body ID holder)
Dave recommends travel pillow, but Kath says: “Optional.”
Chopsticks (Kath is laughing because it’s so obvious)
Granola bars (emergency)
Two 3- to 4-pound rocks, medium-hard
Grass mat (general straining needs)
Forks: American, Scandinavian, Italian spaghetti fork, fondue fork, spork encouraged (knork
are for dorks)* (*Joke by Dave)
WARNING: Be aware of American style of fork etiquette vs. European style, in which fork
tines curve down when eating. We’re gently reminding you. We’re aware you already know
this. Who wouldn’t know this? Hopefully not you.

Fishing pole
Fishing net
Traps, variety
Swiss Army knife (recommended for Swiss recipes only—i.e., chopping cubes of cheese for
melting into fondue; also okay for opening bottles of Swiss wine; okay to open Swiss regional
wines with Army knife, but not recommended for Spanish, Oregon wines, etc., as method of cork
removal is proven to affect quality of taste)* (*Proven by Dave)
Thermometer
Barometer
Potato chip grabber
Blender
Scooper

Melter
Hot towels (rolled up in the heated hot towel box)
Plenty of sponges
Shopping cart (better to just have your own because of germs, etc.)
Le Creuset Signature Cast Iron 2-Quart Soleil Round French Oven
Candles (romance). Kath says: “Optional.”

TO KEEP IT MUY AUTÉNTICO … TO MAINTAIN THE TRUE SPIRIT OF A DISH’S INTENTION, IT IS
CRUCIAL TO HAVE THE TOOLS. The original tools. Don’t even bother if you don’t have the tools.
You’re making a mole sauce in some stainless steel pot you bought at the store one time? This is
Dave and I’m laughing out loud. A pot on some stove in your second-floor apartment kitchen? Dav
says, “Don’t bother,” and Kath is nodding her head in a way that means: “Agree with Dave: Do No
Bother.”
Do you even know how mole sauce is made? On the ground. Not to mention outside. Outside an
on the ground.

AUTHENTICALLY MADE MOLE REQUIRES:
Two 3–4 pound rocks, medium-hard
Sundial
Camatillo wood fire (translation: “Mexican Kingwood”), medium-hot fire temperature
The ground (Dirt preferred. Sand okay. Grass is a “no.”)
Wooden spoon (Note: Chechen wood preferred for spoon wood—erratic grain pattern ideal
for mixing. Leftover Camatillo wood from the fire is a “Don’t bother even thinking about it.”
Camatillo is a fire wood. This is the spoon wood section, and we hope you are paying
attention to the difference.)
Le Creuset Signature Cast Iron 2-Quart Soleil Round French Oven. Worth the price, hands
down. We’ve purchased thousands of pots and trust us: what you’re paying for here is the
authenticity. (Note: We tried making our own cast iron pot. It’s a “Don’t bother.”)
Tongs
Mole sauce ingredients

SO YOU’VE GOT THE TOOLS. You’re a little bit thinking you’re a whiz now, huh? Not so fast. You
want an authentic mole sauce? Go to Mexico and make it there. The water and air are different.
For emergencies when we’re dying for Kath and Dave’s mole and we can’t get to Mexico in time
we keep handblown glass bottles of Mexican water in our basement water cellar. In fact, our cella
houses a variety of Mexican waters—Aztec and Yucatan Water … water sourced from Puebla. We
use different waters, depending on what regional mole we’re making. Maybe we go source it from
Oaxaca. For our extra-spicy mole, we’ve bottled the early morning precipitation from the treetops o
Tabasco (which is an actual place, if you didn’t know. Southeast Mexico, come on!).
We’re talking about commitment to authenticity, which is the #1 quality of a chef. And like we
said, if you don’t have the water: “Do Not Bother.” We won’t eat it! Maybe you have some jokey
friend you can easily confuse into thinking you made a mole in one afternoon on some stove you
plugged into the wall. Having ol’ Kath and Dave over for dinner? Ha ha. We won’t be there. We
won’t even show up, because we know your mole is preposterous. The fact that we’re even having
this conversation makes us laugh in your face.

BRYCE: Hi, I’m Bryce Shivers.
LISA: And I’m Lisa Eversman. Do you ever cook something great and think: What could
possibly do to make this perfect dish slightly more perfect?
BRYCE: Shh! Lean in toward this book. We’re about to whisper a secret ingredient that
will improve ANY recipe you make.
BRYCE AND LISA: LAY AN EGG ON IT!
BRYCE: Is it laying or lying? Lie an egg? Lay?
LISA: Just place a fried egg on it.
BRYCE: Draping a fried egg atop your food will make anything taste better.
LISA: Well, maybe not anything, Bryce … Like … Not an omelet probably.
BRYCE: But otherwise: Anything!
LISA: There are a lot of other things that would be not-great with an egg on it.
BRYCE: No way! Come on! Like what, Lisa?
LISA: Most things. Name the first food that comes to mind.
BRYCE: An egg.
LISA: What else?
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